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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Accessing and using cannabis,Young people and children,Public health,Public safety,Education,Criminal
activity,Mental health,Social impacts
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Public sector body,Working in the alcohol and drug services sector

Are there any additional themes we should consider?
financial
Select all that apply. Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be decriminalised.
(Decriminalised: there are no criminal or civil penalties instead a person is referred to a drug diversion
program or other health/ treatment service),Personal use of cannabis should remain illegal.,Personal use of
cannabis should be legal. ,Sale of cannabis should be legal and regulated. ,Cultivation of cannabis for
personal use should be legal.
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Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
The laws push growing a cannabis underground to the few who take on hydroponics and choose plant strains
that are high yielding and mainly INDICA . A host of potentially toxic chemicals are used in these systems
..INDICA strain makes you lethargic ,sleepy and nonproductive. People don't really go and put a few plants
in the bush anymore like the 1980,s and so there is no variety ,we're stuck with what ever we get . SATIVA
strains of cannabis are uplifting energetic and creative but you cant get it these days as they were mainly an
out door plant. As all growers use cuttings the strength diminishes .We find ourselves smoking more and
more to get a buzz and its wrecking our lungs and arteries and not giving the desired effect. A good strain of
Sativa you would have a few puffs and get on with renovating the house . It improves appetite ,mood and
possibly give you the giggles without wiping you out ,which cant be a bad thing in this day and age . Let us
grow 2 plants per household then we can throw away the cigarettes that are costing folks their wallets and
there health . Get rid of the backyard dealers and can cut crime and save people trying to get very dangerous
synthetic weed .Normal people who have a therapeutic puff now and then don't typically go on violent
rampages like alcohol. I think that the government should be in charge of seed sales. If they sell only female
seeds the plants will not produce their own seeds thus having to go to a government store for supply . Do
some research on INDICA and SATIVA cannabis ,plenty on Youtube . We need Sativas like the old days
which grow best outside . 2 plants ITS TIME ....
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